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HiMCM Contest

Congratulations to our 2019
Outstanding team winners and
to all teams participating in our

twenty-second year of the High School
Mathematical Contest in Modeling
(HiMCM). We are excited to again join
with the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics (NCTM) to designate
two of our Outstanding teams as
NCTM Award winners. The HiMCM
continues to be an amazing and
rewarding experience for students,
advisors, schools, and judges. A total of
791 teams, with up to 4 students each,
from 324 schools competed this year. 

Outstanding Teams
Outstanding Teams

• 9548 No 2 High School of East 
China Normal University, 
Shanghai, China 

• 9564 Hwa Chong Institution, 
Singapore 

• 9824 Hangzhou Foreign Languages
School, Zhejiang, China 

• 9844 The High School Affiliated To 
Renin University of China, Beijing, 
China 

• 9869 Shanghai Qibao Dwight High 
School, Shanghai, China 

• 10057 Shanghai High School 
International Division, Shanghai, 
China (NCTM Winner) 

• 10174 NC School of Science and 
Mathematics, NC, USA 

• 10337 Palo Alto High School, CA, 
USA (NCTM Winner) 

• 10407 Friends' Central School, PA, 
USA 

We commend all students and advisors
for the creativity and ingenuity of their
mathematical efforts. Again this year, it
appears that teams are enjoying devel-
oping mathematical models to address
their chosen problem. 

Our 2019 participating teams submitted
some truly impressive papers. We see
the vision of our founders in the unique

and creative mathematical solutions to
complex open-ended real-world prob-
lems. As in the past, students chose from
two problems. This year’s problems
allowed students to either model the
costs of “plugging in” electronic devices
for free in public places in Problem A:
Charge!, or model the impact of a ban on
the sale of single-serving plastic water
bottles in Problem B: Bottle Battles. 

Overview
The HiMCM is now in its twenty-second
year! As more high schools engage
their students in mathematical model-
ing, we hope participation in the contest
will follow. Starting with 115 students in
the first year of the contest, over the
course of 22 years we have had 35,707
students apply their mathematical
knowledge and skills as they modeled
challenging problems in the HiMCM. 

The mathematical modeling ability of
participating students continues to be
evident in the problem solutions and
professional submissions we receive.
We acknowledge and credit advisors
and teachers for their work with these
students. As teachers and students
engage in mathematical modeling at a
higher level, we are happy and excited

to assist your efforts. Let us know how
COMAP might support your modeling
activities.

The 2019 contest had 866 registered
teams resulting in 791 total submis-
sions (91.3%), a submission rate the
same as last year. Of the 791 submis-
sions, 454 completed Problem A: Charge!,
and 337 completed Problem B: Bottle

Battles. Figure 1 shows the  judging
results of the 2019 HiMCM. We 
encourage all registered teams to submit
a final solution paper in order to expe-
rience the learning impact and satis-
faction of fully completing this
challenging contest.

In total, 2977 students competed in the
2019 HiMCM. A wide range of
schools/teams competed, including
teams from Armenia, Australia, Canada,
Chile, China, Hong Kong (SAR), the
Philippines, Poland, Russia, Singapore,
South Korea, Switzerland, Thailand,
Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, the
United Kingdom, the United States of
America, and Vietnam. This was an
increase from 13 to 18 represented coun-
tries/regions. The 283 teams from the
United States represented 31 states (up
from 27 in 2018). Submissions included
508 foreign teams. China represented
about 88% of the foreign participants. 

Of the 2977 student participants this
year, 1008 or about 34% were female,
1757 were male, and 212 did not specify
gender. Since the start of HiMCM in
1999, females represent 36% (12,902)
of the 35,707 total participants. This
participation rate has been fairly con-
sistent over a number of years. We
hope that all competing students will
enjoy their contest experience and

THE 2019 HIMCM
Dr. Kathleen SnooK, hiMCM DireCtor

The 2019 Contest
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continue to pursue further Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathe-
matics (STEM) education. Figure 2
shows the growth of the HiMCM with
the total number of students participat-
ing since the start of the contest in 1999.

Rule Changes 
Our recent rule changes, with regard
to the contest window and scheduling
working time for team members, pro-
vided teams flexible work hours resulting
in high quality paper submissions for
both problems. Our change to limit
papers to 20 pages resulted in well-
written and well-organized solution
papers. Additionally this year, we
encouraged students and advisors to
follow @COMAPMath on Twitter or
COMAPCHINAOFFICIAL on Weibo
for contest guidance and up to date
contest information. 

Judging
All contest submission are electronic.
This allows us to form a high quality
judging pool from academia and
industry. In December 2019, we used

both a regional preliminary judging
site and a group of remote preliminary
judges. The regional site was located at
Francis Marion University in Florence,
SC. Remote judges were located in
Alabama, California, Georgia, Illinois,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Nevada, New Jersey, New York, North
Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Texas,
Virginia, and Washington. 

All judging was blind with respect to
any identifying information about the
participants or their schools. Judges
ranked papers as Finalist, Meritorious,
Honorable Mention, and Successful
Participant. Judges sent all papers
ranked as “Finalist” to Final Judging in
Denver, Colorado. This year, 68 papers
were forwarded to Denver for thirteen
final judges to consider. As these 68
papers were the best submissions from
the preliminary round, at final judging
the judges chose the “best of the best” as
Outstanding papers. Nine papers
earned the Outstanding award. The final
judges commended the preliminary

judges for their efforts in selecting the
high quality Finalist papers. We feel
that the structure of preliminary and
final judging provides a good process
for identifying the top-level papers.

The Future
The HiMCM attempts to give all high
school students, and especially the
under-represented students, an oppor-
tunity to compete and achieve success
in applying mathematics. Our efforts
focus on meeting this important goal,
and all of our problems are accessible
using high school level mathematics
alone. Mathematical modeling is grow-
ing within the high school curricula.
This contest provides a vehicle for
using mathematics to build models that
allow students to represent, and to
understand, real world behavior in a
quantitative way. It enables student
teams to look for patterns and think
logically about mathematics and its role
in our lives. We continue to strive to
improve the contest, and want the con-
test accessible to all students. Any
school and team can enter, as there are
no restrictions on the number of schools
or the numbers of teams from a school. 

Mathematics continues to be more than
just learning skills and operations.
Mathematics is a language that involves
our daily lives. Mathematical modeling
is both an art and a science. Through
modeling, students learn to think criti-
cally, communicate effectively, and be
confident, competent problem solvers.
Success is not only about the procedural
technique used, but the conceptual
understanding in discovering the role of
assumptions and model development in
driving those techniques to a valid

Figure 1: 2019 HiMCM Judging Results

Figure 2: Total HiMCM Student Participants
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solution and conclusion. The ability to
recognize problems, formulate a math-
ematical model, use technology, and
to communicate and reflect on one's
work are important skills to develop.
Applying the mathematical principles
and concepts that one learns is key to
individual and societal future success.
Students gain confidence by tackling
ill-defined problems and working as
part of a team to generate a solution.
We are excited that in our contest,
applying mathematics is a team sport.

Advisors need only be motivators and
facilitators to encourage students to be
creative and imaginative. We encourage
all high school mathematics faculty to
get involved, encourage your students
to be problem solvers, make mathe-
matics relevant, and open the doors to
future success.

2020 Contest Dates
Mark your calendars for the next
HiMCM to be held November 4 – 17,
2020. Registration for the 2020
HiMCM will open in September. As
described previously, recent rule
changes eliminated the requirement
for teams to restrict contest work to a
consecutive 36-hour block. Teams now
have the flexibility to schedule their
work efforts during the contest window.
At the team members’ convenience,
teams download and choose their
problem, complete their modeling
solution, and electronically submit
their solution document by the dead-
line on November 17th. Again in 2020,
one Outstanding team for each prob-
lem will receive the NCTM award.
Teams can learn more and register at
www.himcmcontest.com.

MathModels.org
Powered by COMAP content,
Mathmodels.org is a wonderful
resource for students and teachers to
make math modeling a year round
activity. Teachers and students may
use the materials found on this site to
enrich their classes and help prepare
students for mathematical modeling
competitions. We encourage you to
visit www.mathmodels.org.

The International
Mathematical Modeling
Challenge, IM2C
The newest international secondary
school mathematical modeling compe-
tition, The International Mathematical
Modeling Challenge, continues to

grow. The purpose of the IM2C is to
promote the teaching of mathematical
modeling and applications at all edu-
cational levels for all students interna-
tionally. It is based on the firm belief
that students and teachers need to
experience the power of mathematics
to help better understand, analyze and

solve real world problems outside of
mathematics itself – and to do so in
realistic contexts. Each country/region
administers the contest for its own
students and then sends its top two
teams to the international final judging.
An Expert Panel of final judges deter-
mines winners and also selects teams
to present their solutions at an inter-
national award ceremony. In 2019,
teams from Hong Kong (SAR),
Australia, New Zealand, Poland, and
the Netherlands, presented in China
Hong Kong (SAR) in late July in con-
nection with the ICTMA (International
Congress of the Teaching of Mathe-
matical Modeling and Applications).
In 2020, selected teams will present at
local and regional conferences due to

the COVID-19. IM2C plans to return to
an international award ceremony in
2021. To learn more visit:

www.immchallenge.org 

for rules and country/region contacts. 

COMAP invites all USA teams that
successfully compete in the HiMCM
contest and are awarded a designation
of Meritorious or above (Meritorious,
Finalist, and Outstanding) to compete

in IM2C. Registration is free! From

these participants, our USA IM2C judges
select the two top teams to  represent

the USA in the IM2C international
round. In four of the last five years, one

of the US teams traveled to the IM2C

award event. See US Rules for IM2C.

https://immchallenge.org/Pages/
Rules/USA/USA-Rules.html

HiMCM
Awards

After final judging,
HiMCM papers receive a
designation in one of the

categories below. 

The top 20-25% of
 submitted papers receive a
designation of Meritorious

or above. 

The top 1% is designated
as Outstanding.

Successful Participant

Honorable Mention

Meritorious

Finalist

Outstanding
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The following describes what our pre-
liminary and final judges look for in
identifying and judging competitive
HiMCM papers:

Regardless of the problem chosen,
competitive papers include a com-
prehensive summary, address all
requirements with reasonable
responses within 20 pages, and
write a clear letter or memo. Better
papers do all of the above in an
articulate, well-supported, well-
organized, and well-presented
manner. The best papers combine
complete mathematical and logical
analysis in an organized presenta-
tion beyond simply addressing the
requirements. These papers are
easy to read, flow logically, and
they include sections that address
assumptions with justifications,
the modeling process(es), results
of modeling and analysis,
strengths and weaknesses, conclu-
sions, and references.

Our judges have asked that I continue
to stress that all of our HiMCM prob-
lems are written to be accessible by
students at any level of high school
mathematics. Some teams attempt to
use advanced concepts and tools
found on the Internet that they do not
explain clearly or use appropriately.
Judges recognize this and these papers
do not do well. We are not looking for
papers that use the most advanced
mathematics. We have found that the
best papers develop a mathematical
model that incorporates high school
level mathematical concepts and tools
that the teams are able to fully explain,
use appropriately, and analyze the
results. The most important aspects of
solutions are model development, and
clear use and analysis of the model
toward addressing the requirements
of the problem.

The specific problem discussions
below provide comments on how
teams addressed the requirements of
each problem. Following this section
we provide the judges’ comments
about the solutions and their presenta-
tion by breaking down the various
parts of a submission and providing
exemplars. To view the complete
problem statements visit

www.mathmodels.org
or

https://www.comap.com/highschool/
contests/himcm/

Problem Discussions
Problem A: Charge!

In Problem A, we first asked students
to think about our mobile electronic
world and how we charge our devices
and equipment. Students considered
the impact of our “plugging in” at
“free” charging sites in public places.
Teams identified the impacts on, and
requirements of, public places with
these increasing energy (electricity)
and charging demands.

Teams then developed a model for the
resulting costs of the increased
demands and energy usage on public
places. They discussed the extent of
the costs and how they are paid.
Teams addressed how their model
might be different in different public

places (e.g. airports vs. schools vs.
cafes), and what initiatives they might
explore to reduce the cost and impact.
Finally, teams wrote a one-page article
for their school newspaper to describe
their findings and recommendations.

Most teams began by doing some
research on the increasing use of of
electronic devices and equipment
(phones, laptops, electric vehicles, etc.)
and how much energy each required
to be fully charged. In order to be
competitive, at a minimum these
papers addressed individual devices
such as cell phones and tablets/com-
puters. Impacts and requirements
included some of the following: actual
energy demands, cost of those
demands, equipment requirements
(charging stations/ports), and per-
haps special spaces for charging
(tables, booths, parking spaces). Better
papers included additional devices or
equipment (e.g. electric vehicles).
These papers’ included a broader
scope of considerations (e.g. capital
costs for charging equipment/sta-
tions/ports/ parking spaces), and
demonstrated a higher level of analysis
in this section.  The best papers
extended their overview and analysis
to other areas such as infrastructure
impacts and capital costs as described
above.

Once impacts and requirements were
developed, competitive papers devel-
oped a reasonable mathematical
model or models for the resulting
costs of increased demands and ener-
gy usage addressing at least two dis-
tinctive public places and discussing
who pays for the charging costs. Better
papers were clearer in describing their
model development processes to
include support for decisions about

Intel

2019 Problem Discussions and Judges’ Commentary
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how to incorporate impacts and
requirements into variables, which
variables to include, how to include
them, and if/how to weight variables.
Papers incorporated several different
places, discussed the extent of charg-
ing costs, and addressed who pays for
the cost of the energy/equipment. The
best papers addressed other nuances.
These papers appropriately included
variations occurring in differing public
spaces and with differing electronic
devices/equipment. Papers discussed
the extent of costs in more detail, the
actual magnitude of these costs,
whether they were significant or not,
and had recommendations for how
costs can be shared or absorbed.

In discussing changes to their
model(s), competitive papers presented
some differences that occur between
various public places (e.g. café with
regular customers versus airports with
travelers passing through), as well as
some initiatives to reduce costs, and
indicated how their model might
change. Better papers included a more
detailed discussion and a higher level
of analysis citing, for example, specific
differences between public places (e.g.
average charging time of a cell phone
at a café versus at an airport), and uses
of alternative energy sources to aug-
ment existing electrical grid (e.g. solar
panels on parking lots). These papers
addressed changes in their original
model or how their model accounts for
these variations/initiatives. The best
papers described differences and ini-
tiatives clearly and presented them
with different representations (e.g.
tables, flowcharts, diagrams). These
papers specifically pointed to the
 existence of, or changes required in,
their model to account for varying
public places and for any recommended
initiatives.

Problem B: Bottle Battles

Problem B required the teams to con-
sider bans on the sale of single-serving
water bottles that are being enacted by
a number of communities around the
world. We asked students to first iden-
tify the possible impacts (positive and
negative) of such bans and to deter-
mine what data and information they
would need to model and measure
these impacts.

Teams then developed a model or set
of models to measure the impacts of
these water bottle bans and applied
their model(s) to the Town of
Concord, MA and the City of San
Francisco, CA. Teams addressed the
impact of a water bottle ban within an
airport and compared that sort of ban
to one in a municipality. The students
discussed and recommended possible
changes to bottle bans that would
enhance beneficial aspects and reduce
adverse effects. Finally, teams wrote a
one-page article for their local news-
paper reporting their findings and rec-
ommendations.

As students began to consider the
impacts of single-serving water bottle
bans, most teams provided some addi-
tional background research informa-
tion. Competitive papers identified at
least a few both positive and negative
impacts from which to build their
model (e.g. reducing plastic waste ver-
sus higher sugary drink consump-
tion). They addressed somewhat the
data they would need and how they
would obtain these data to model

impacts. Papers developed a model or
models that quantified some “impact”
score or level, and discussed the appli-
cation of their model to Concord and
San Francisco. Better papers presented
broader and more sophisticated
overviews of the positive and negatives
impacts to use in their model(s), as well
as their data collection plans (e.g. an
actual plan to survey and obtain infor-
mation from local government and
businesses). Papers described the
development of the model(s) to include
support for how they incorporated
impacts into variables, which variables
to include, how to include them, and
if/how to weight variables. Best
papers, in addition to doing and pre-
senting the above very well, clearly
and logically presented their modeling
processes from identification of
impacts to the actual model to applica-
tion of the model to Concord and San
Francisco. They recognized the difficul-
ty and complexity of trying to quantify
“impact,” but were able to develop a
model that was logical in doing so.

Teams then compared a ban in a
municipality to one in an airport as
the San Francisco International
Airport had recently banned the sale
of single-serving water bottles.
Competitive papers identified impacts
of a water bottle ban in an airport and
stated similarities and differences
from those for a town or city (e.g. trav-
elers may not carry their own reusable
water bottles). Papers indicated how
their initial model would change for
this situation. Better papers provided
a clearer analysis of the similarities
and differences of water bottle bans in
airports and those in towns/cities (e.g.
airports are geographically closed off
with limited availability and choice of
water/beverage supply points; people
are in the airport for only relatively
short periods of time). The best papers
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also presented analysis of the airport
versus town/city similarities and dif-
ferences in a clear, logical, and com-
plete manner. They addressed and
discussed specific changes in their
model(s) in more detail. 

Finally, teams discussed and recom-
mended changes to the ban itself or to
related community measures.
Competitive papers addressed (at
least briefly) all three parts of this
 section: discuss and recommend
changes, use these changes to adjust
their model, and address if their
model is generalizable to larger com-
munities. In the better papers, teams
provided several sound recommenda-
tions (e.g. city/town must have or
develop a viable drinking water supply,
suggestions for various recycle meas-
ures, recommendations for education
programs). These papers tied their
recommendation at some level to their
model and adjusted their model.
Papers at this level also provided
some analysis of the generalizability of
their model. The best papers identified
and discussed several well-developed
and specific recommendations.  They
specifically tied their recommenda-
tions to model adjustments, and clearly
analyzed the generalizability of their
model to other towns and cities. 

Judges’ Commentary
While the problem discussions above
provide comments on the solutions to
this year’s problems, in the following
paragraphs we examine the sections
of a submission and provide com-
ments about the solutions and the
presentation of the solutions from our
judges’ point of view. At the end of
the article, we have included excerpts
from our Outstanding papers as
exemplars. Mathmodels.org members
can view all the unabridged versions
of the Outstanding papers online.

Overall
Participants must ensure their papers
follow the contest rules posted on the
contest site. Papers that are coherent,
organized, clear, and well written pro-
vide a great impression to the judges.
The logic and mathematics of these
papers are easy to follow. Teams
should present their solution and
analysis in fewer than 20 pages using
at least 12-point font. While students
may want to include some back-
ground research on the problem topic,
this information should be brief. It is
not the number of pages, but the ability
to complete all contest requirements
and communicate the solution in a
concise and articulate fashion that
will merit recognition. Students
should use spelling and grammar
checkers before submitting a paper.
Foreign papers should insure that all
symbols in tables and graphs are in
English. Student and school names
should not appear on solution papers.

Papers considered for Finalist and
Outstanding start with a clear sum-
mary that describes the problem.
They then preview their paper with
an organized Table of Contents. They
present assumptions with justifica-
tions, explain the development of the
model and its solutions, support the
results mathematically and communi-
cate them clearly, do a sensitivity
analysis, address strengths and limita-
tions, and finally, close by stating
overall conclusions. 

Executive Summary and
Introduction
Judges are best able to analyze a
paper when students restate the prob-
lem in their own words and clearly
preview the focus and organization of
their paper. Teams should write these
executive summaries after they finish
their solutions as they summarize the
entire contents of the paper. Teams

should consider a three to five para-
graph approach for their summary: a
restatement of the problem and ques-
tions in their own words, a short
description of their method and solution
to the problem (in words and not in
mathematical expressions), and the con-
clusions providing the numerical
answers in context. The executive sum-
mary should entice the reader, in our
case the judge, to read the paper.
Although written last, ensure you spend
time on this important part of your sub-
mission. Your executive summary is the
first page the judges will read and pro-
vides the first impression of your paper.
Example 1 presents a good summary
for Problem B: Bottle Battles.

The comments above for summaries
also apply to this year ’s article
requirement. The article for your
school or local newspaper might
briefly describe your model or
process, but should do so in a non-
technical manner, as the reader may
not have a mathematical background.
Your article should focus on why your
results are applicable and important
to the reader. The key to the article is
to announce and describe your results
(in an exciting and interesting man-
ner). A nice article for Problem A:
Charge! is shown as Example 2, and for
Problem B: Bottle Battles as Example 3.

Following the summary, the paper
should provide some brief back-
ground, restate the problem and per-
haps provide a preview of their
solution. Teams should not simply
repeat what was in the summary. In
Example 4, the team provided some
background information while pre-
viewing their model process for
Problem A: Charge! They provided a
schematic overview of their solution
plan followed by assumptions with
justifications. Example 5 illustrates
how one team provided some back-
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ground and a preview of the model-
ing process for Part I of Problem B:
Bottle Battles. Note that this team has
used a footnote to cite the source of
their pie chart. 

Assumptions with
Justifications
Modeling assumptions should include
only those that come to bear on the
solution (to assist with simplifying
your model). Long lists of assump-
tions that do not play directly in the
context of model development or its
solution are not considered relevant
and deter from a paper's quality.
Assumptions that oversimplify the
problem too much do not allow for a
full solution. You should include a
short justification to show the assump-
tion is reasonable and necessary.
Example 6 shows a list of assumptions
with justifications this team deemed
required for their particular modeling
process in Problem A: Charge! Note
that this team has used parenthetical
documentation to reference sources
used in their justifications

Mathematical Model
Papers should explain the develop-
ment of the mathematical model(s)
and/or algorithm(s), and define all
variables. Teams that merely present a
model without explaining or showing
the development of that model do not
generally do well. Presenting multiple
models, without identifying the most
appropriate model to answer the
questions, is detrimental to your
paper’s success. Your team may have
considered several models that did
not work before developing a good
model. Do not include all of your tri-
als, but instead clearly present the
development and results of your suc-
cessful model. If you include a long
list of variables in a table early in your
paper, consider reminding the reader

of the variable definitions as you pres-
ent each equation in your model. This
is very helpful to the judges so they
can follow the logic of your model.
Judges do value creativity and think-
ing “outside of the box” in your mod-
eling process. There is always more
than one appropriate solution method
to our HiMCM problems. So, be creative. 

In Problem B: Bottle Battles, the prob-
lem required teams to describe how
they would collect information and
data to model and measure the
impact of bottle bans. This was a diffi-
cult task, but Example 7 shows how
one team clearly described the infor-
mation needed and developed a plan
to gather that information. 

Perhaps the most important step of
the modeling process is the last one:
explicitly present your final model in
its full form. And, if needed, remind
the reader of the variables you are
using in this model. Too many times,
judges remark that after working
through a team’s development of
their model, they cannot find a clear
presentation of the final full model
that the team will use in the follow-on
requirements. 

There are many ways to model and
analyze the HiMCM problems. This
year we saw many appropriate, as
well as creative, models to address
both problems. Also, note that using a
flow chart or diagram is an excellent
way to present your overall model or
algorithm in a succinct manner. Many
times a picture is worth a thousand
words! We are including several
model development examples. In
some cases, we have not included the
entire model, but an overview or
graphical depiction of the model.
Examples 8 and 9 present model
development for Problem A: Charge!

Examples 10 and 11 present model de-
velopment for Problem B: Bottle Battles

Strengths and Limitations
Teams should address strengths and
limitations in evaluating their model
and solution, and include model
extensions or sensitivity analysis of
your solution. Validate your model,
even if by numerical example or intu-
ition. An example of a clear well pre-
sented sensitivity analysis along with
strengths and limitations section for
Problem A: Charge! is shown in
Example 12.

Conclusion
A clear conclusion and answers to the
specific scenario questions are key
components to an Outstanding paper.
Attention to detail and proofreading
the paper prior to final submission are
vital as the judges look for excellence
in your submission. See a nice discus-
sion of recommendations and conclu-
sion from Problem B: Bottle Battles in
Example 13. 

Citations and References
Citations are very important within
the paper, as well as either a reference
list or bibliography page at the end.
Teams that use existing models
should cite their source within the
paper at the point they present the
model and not just include a reference
citation in the back of the paper. This
is also true for all graphs and tables
taken from the literature. Use “in line”
documentation with footnotes or end-
notes to give proper credit to outside
sources. All data, figures, graphs, and
tables that come from outside sources
require documentation at the point in
the paper where they appear. Lack of
documentation will result in a lower
score. We have noticed an increase in
use of Wikipedia. Teams need to realize
that although useful, information
from Wikipedia might not be accu-
rate. Teams should recognize and
acknowledge this fact. 
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Dr. Kathleen Snook is a Mathematics Education

Consultant and HiMCM Director. She can be

reached by email at info@comap.com

The quality of HiMCM submissions
continues to improve each year. We
enjoy reading all of the papers sub-
mitted for review and are truly
impressed by the work of the student
teams. We encourage teams to review
the comments and guidance provided
in this article and to visit mathmod-
els.org in preparation for next year’s
contest. Also, follow us on Twitter
@COMAPMath or on Weibo
COMAPCHINAOFFICIAL for infor-
mation about all COMAP contests.

List of Examples: 
1. Summary (Problem B, Team

10337, Palo Alto High School, CA,)

2. Article (Problem A, Team 9564,
Hwa Chong Institution, Singapore)

3. Article (Problem B, Team 9869,
Shanghai Qibao Dwight High
School, Shanghai, China)

4. Introduction (Problem A, Team
9844, The High School Affiliated
To Renin University of China,
Beijing, China)

5. Introduction (Problem B, Team
10407, Friends' Central School, PA,
USA)

6. Assumptions and Justifications

(Problem A, Team 10174, NC
School of Science and Mathematics,
NC, USA)

7. Information Collection (Problem
B, Team 10337, Palo Alto High
School, CA, USA)

8. Model Development (Problem A,
Team 9824, Hangzhou Foreign
Languages School, Zhejiang,
China) 

9. Model Development (Problem A,
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Type a summary of your results on this page. Do not include the name of your school, advisor, or team members on this page.  

 
Plastic water bottle consumption is increasing rapidly across the nation. This is a 
concern because the production of plastic water bottles is believed to be extremely 
costly — both financially and environmentally. In an attempt to reduce the 
environmental and financial impact of single-serving plastic water bottles, bans have 
been implemented in various cities and airports across the country. To determine the 
implications of such legislation and to determine whether or not they are beneficial, it 
is important to examine the financial and economic effects of alternative drinking 
water sources. 
  
In regards to the financial model, we decided to model the change in the average 
cost of drinking water for atypical consumer, as well as airports’ revenue change 
before and after the ban on single-use, single-serving PET plastic water bottles. 
Money is often a strong motivator for people while making decisions, so seeing the 
financial impact of such a ban could influence voters’ decisions on whether their city 
should implement it. 
 
For the environmental model, we chose to model energy consumption and material 
waste. Our energy consumption model accounts for many factors, including the cost 
of water processing, transportation, manufacturing of packaging, reusable water 
bottles, and the energy used by water fountains. The United States’ consumer 
society generates massive amounts of trash, which is becoming an increasingly 
urgent problem. Our solid waste model addresses this concern as well as 
representing material wastage by looking into the different methods of disposal as 
well as likelihood of each method. Much of the packaging for beverages can and 
should be recycled, yet a worryingly large proportion of it ends up in the landfill 
instead.  
 
Our models indicate that energy consumption and the average cost to the individual 
will increase in the short term, about one year, after the SSPET ban is enacted in the 
cities of Concord, MA, and San Francisco, CA despite the differences in population. 
However, in the long term, we would expect that the energy usage and cost would 
stay relatively similar or even decrease. Energy consumption can be lowered if 
residents choose to drink tap water instead of soda or water from larger bottles. 
Furthermore, costs would decrease dramatically after a few years because the cost 
of taxes would be lowered once a stable number of water fountains had been 
installed. Ultimately, models presented here give insight as to the actual implications 
of an SSPET ban and demonstrate that contrary to popular belief, the benefits of an 
SSPET ban would not be immediate, rather, they would slowly become beneficial to 
the community after multiple years. 

Example 1: Problem B Summary 

Team 10337, Palo Alto High School, CA, USA
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Don’t charge, walk slowly!

Team 9564 Nov 19th 2019

Quick question: how many of you do not own
a mobile device? Probably not many. The un-
doubted increase in electronic device usage has
resulted in a growing charging demand. We ex-
pect to find places to charge our devices even
outside of our home, so that we can spare the
potential disruptions caused by a dead battery.

Indeed, most public places nowadays provide
free charging services, from phone chargers, sock-
ets, even charging stations for electric vehicles.
But catering to this increasing demand is not an
easy job: public places need to pay extra dollars
to install these stations, and bear a long term
electricity expenditure.

Our team have investigated how much more
does it cost for public places to cater to this in-
creasing demand, and will here present you our
findings. We focused on two main parts of this
demand, which are mobile devices and electric
vehicles.

Mobile Devices The number of smart phones
in the US is still increasing. Smart phone own-
ership is expected to grow from 80.8% to 83.4%.
The battery capacity of the smart phones is also
constantly increasing to support better perfor-
mances.

The two main charging facilities are open
sockets and lockable charging kiosks. In order to
derive the exact increase in the cost, we looked
two components: number of visitors and area of
the space. We looked at the change in overall
battery level of the visitors in a certain space as
well as the time required to walk to the closest
charging point, and use these factors to measure
the user‘s satisfaction.

We found that there will be an increased cost
to provide for the charging facilities. The total
cost is rather high, but if the charging facilities
are sufficient in 2019, the increase in two years
will not be very significant.

Electric Vehicles On the other hand, the in-
fant industry of electric vehicles is flourishing.

The number of electric vehicles on the roads is
growing at an incredible speed: currently there
are around 1.4 million on the road, and it’s ex-
pected to double in 2 years and increase 10 fold
by 2030. Therefore, the charging infrastructure
needs to be improved as well.

Parking spots with Level 2 charging stations
(slow charger) will become a necessity for almost
all public places. We used a mathematical model
to simulate the incoming of EV in one day, and
derived the average satisfaction level based on
whether they got a EV parking spot as well as
their remaining battery level.

We found that the required cost almost dou-
bled in order for the place to achieve the same
satisfaction level. We have also looked at the
case of level 3 charging stations (fast charger),
whose results are similar.

Our suggestions In light of this increase in
public charging demand, we have come up with
several suggestions for government and compa-
nies to consider.

• Implement smart charging stations with
dynamic power distribution capabilities;

• Increase funding in research in battery aim-
ing to find more efficient ones;

• Integrate electricity generation facility into
the charging stations.

Can you suggest some?

How is it relevant to us? We, as users of
these services, may consider the costs as irrele-
vant, since we seem to be using them for free.
However, while we enjoy the great convenience
brought by the improving charging infrastruc-
ture, we need to avoid abusing them. So friendly
reminder time:

• Remove the device from the charging sta-
tion once it is fully charged;

• Use the charging station only when you
need it and not occupy it when you have
a decent amount of battery.

Don’t charge, walk slowly!

Example 2: Problem A Article  

Team 9564, Hwa Chong Institution, Singapore
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Example 3: Problem B Article

Team 9869, Shanghai Qibao Dwight High School, Shanghai, China

 

1 

 

According to our research, if the direct ban on the sale 
of PET bottled water will lead to a large number of 
sugary drinks and alcoholic beverages entering the 
market. This will lead to health, environmental 
protection and economic problems.  

In order to avoid the negative effects of the previous 
ban and inherit the positive effects of the previous ban, 
we should give strategies for nationwide promotion 
from the following perspectives: 

 Levy a tax on PET bottled water 
 Distribute or encourage the purchase of reusable 

water bottles for free to residents 
 Improve infrastructure for direct drinking water 
 Carry out the whole ideological educational 

promotion 
To put it in a nutshell, policymakers should introduce 
more than a few bans on specific implementation 
details, work to improve water direct share, and 
promote the infrastructure construction, ideological 
education, and non-mandatory reduce bottled drinks 
(including bottled water, sugary drinks, and alcoholic 
beverages). This can adjust citizens’ drinking habits 
and give rise to a great extent of the development of 
the country. 
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1 Introduction  
1.1 Background 

In recent years, with the continuous development of technology, people not only use more and 
more electronic products, but also need more and more timely charging in public places. Free 
charging sockets and car charging piles are also used in cafes, airports, schools, shopping malls, and 
other occasions. It is one of the most important problems to analyze the impact of this phenomenon 
and the requirements for the corresponding occasions. The existing charging facilities will cause 
certain consumption and impact. For example, Tesla electric vehicle charging pile provides power 
for users through the power system connecting the parking lot, but it has certain requirements for 
the compatibility and the aging degree of power supply system. The distribution of electric charge 
payment of public charging pile has become one of the problems to be solved. Therefore, what we 
need to do is to analyze the relevant models and optimize them so that this power supply system 
can adapt to more environments and make the distribution of payment  more reasonable. 

As the convenience and liquidity of this charging method will also cause higher consumption, 
we need to properly analyze the expenditure and the allocation of the cost of this part, so as to 
minimize capital consumption and make it most acceptable to consumers and suppliers. Since there 
is a certain amount of charging facilities in public places, we need to analyze the consumption and 
payment of facilities and electricity. 
1.2 Problem Restatement 

Question 1: We need to find out how the energy consumed by the public free charging mode 
has changed in recent years, and predict the future changing trend. We need to find out the positive 
and negative impacts of this growing energy and charging demand on the public environment 
providing charging and what changes need to be made in the public environment in order to sustain 
this growth. 

Question 2: Use the impact in the first question and the requirements for the public 
environment to make this "cost model" for the growing energy consumption and demand of 
electricity and discuss the different forms of cost spending and how these costs are caused. 

Question 3: Discuss the changes of "cost model" parameters in the previous question when 
they are applicable to different locations (such as schools, coffee shops, airports, shopping malls, 
etc.). 

Question 4: Find out the measures that can reduce the cost of increasing power consumption., 
How will the parameters in the "cost model" change after these measures are implemented. 

 
2 Problem analysis 

A schematic overview of the scope of this study is shown in Figure 1. Models will be built to 
sovlve these four quesitons above. 

Question 1: We need to make statistical analysis of the change of the electric energy required 
by this public charging mode in recent years, and predict the changing trend in the future. At the 
same time, we need to identify the positive and negative impact of this growing energy and charging 
demand on the public environment that provides charging. Besides, we divide the public charging 
consumption into two categories according to the level of energy needed, and build a model from 
two aspects of mobile phone and electric vehicle charging consumption. 

Question 2: We need to use the impact of this charging mode mentioned in question 1, and 
meet the requirements of this charging mode for the public environment to make a cost model that 
should be able to adapt to the growing energy consumption and demand. We also need to discuss 
the different forms of cost spending and what aspects of costs are made up of. In this regard, we are 
going to start from two aspects: electric vehicle and mobile phone charging cost, whichinclude 
investment cost and time cost. While investment cost can be further divided into land cost, 
construction cost and operation cost., time cost is the  time cost for queuing 

Question 3: We need to discuss how the cost model constructed in question 2 can adapt to 
different situations, such as airports, coffee shops, department stores, and schools. According to the 
equation already found in the second question, we will use the cumulative addition to find out the 
investment and time cost of mobile phones and electric vehicles in different situations. 

Question 4: We need to find ways to reduce the increasing cost of increasing power 
consumption due to  the popularity of charging among people and analyze how to change the 
parameters in the cost model to reduce the cost most effectively. 

Example 4: Problem A Introduction 

Team 9844, The High School Affiliated To Renin University of China, Beijing, China
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Figure 1 A schematic overview of the scope of this study 

3 Assumptions 
Assumption 1: we select the United States as the analysis area. Since the United States is a 

developed country, its charging infrastructure is relatively developed, with the largest free charging 
market and the largest scale of free charging equipment. Additionally, the existing data is relatively 
abundant, which makes the data for recent years for statistical analysis accessible to propose and 
test the theoretical model. 

Assumption 2: charging will bring energy loss. Acccording to the principle of physics, 
during the charging process, a small part of energy will not be converted into electric energy, but 
will be converted into thermal energy to be emitted. We use it in the title to show the charge loss 
efficiency. 

Assumption 3: the power consumption of hybrid charging vehicle is not covered. Hybrid 
vehicles can consume both fuel and electricity. The problem only needs us to analyze the power 
consumption, but not the fuel consumption. It is difficult to judge the specific situation in which 
hybrid vehicles will consume fuel and electricity, so the power consumption of hybrid vehicles is 
difficult to estimate. 

Assumption 4: the number of charging piles of electric vehicles can exactly meet the 
charging demand. The number of charging piles must meet the charging demand of electric 
vehicles, otherwise it will not maintain a charging market with continuous growth of demand. 

Assumption 5: mobile phone and electric vehicle users will only charge after using all the 
electricity, and will be fully charged at one time. In order to do better quantitative calculation, we 
exclude the situation that the user starts to charge before the battery power is fully consumed and 
stops charging before the battery is fully charged, and assume that all mobile phone and electric 
vehicle users will charge after the battery is completely consumed and will be fully charged each 
time. 

Assumption 6: the cost of electricity generated by charging mobile phones in public places 
is entirely borne by the operator. In order to attract customers, operators (e.g. coffee shops, 
restaurants, etc.) usually set up free charging plugs for customers to use. Although this part of the 
cost will ultimately be allocated to customers' consumption, it is the operators who perform this 
operation. So we classify this part of the cost into the operators' operating cost. 

Assumption 7: laptops are not included among the electrical appliances involved in the 
calculation.  People do use laptops to charge in public. But the frequency is low. So the electricity 
consumption caused by laptops should be neglected. 

Example 4: Problem A Introduction, Continued

Team 9844, The High School Affiliated To Renin University of China, Beijing, China
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Example 5: Problem B Introduction  

Team 10407, Friends' Central School, PA, USA
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Example 6: Problem A Assumptions and Justifications 

Team 10174, NC School of Science and Mathematics, NC, USA
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Example 7: Problem B Information Collection 

Team 10337, Palo Alto High School, CA, USA
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Example 7: Problem B Information Collection, Continued 

Team 10337, Palo Alto High School, CA, USA
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Example 7: Problem B Information Collection, Continued 

Team 10337, Palo Alto High School, CA, USA
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Example 8: Problem A Model Development 

Team 9824, Hangzhou Foreign Languages School, Zhejiang, China
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Example 8: Problem A Model Development, Continued 

Team 9824, Hangzhou Foreign Languages School, Zhejiang, China
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Team 10174 Page 5 of 20

2.5 Personal Device Agent-Based Usage Model
This model produces U , the total electricity consumption for personal devices in the public

commercial sector. We quantify the amount of electrical consumption from public charging outlets
for personal electronic devices at each destination and how the energy consumption changes over
time.

Since outlet usage at a destination is inherently contained within a system of randomly inter-
acting components, we develop a computational agent-based model using the NetLogo language
to describe the relationships between visitors and the availability of outlets. Our model represents
a single instance of any destination (e.g., a single coffee shop) by an arrangement of outlet and
non-outlet seats (Figure 3). Throughout the course of a ”day”, a certain number of visitors “enter”
the destination according to a visitor influx distribution. A visitor may own any subset of mobile
phone, laptop, tablet (including the empty set) with devices probabilistically assigned according to
their prevalence within the general population.

For each device, a random initial battery level is assigned based on the tendency that devices
have less battery later in the day due to use. Each visitor with at least one device chooses an
available seat (favoring outlet seats) and stays for a random duration while visitors with no devices
represent flybys who do not go to a destination to use devices (e.g., people at a coffee shop who
simply grab coffee and go). Each device type has a constant battery drainage and charge rate;
at each “tick” of the model, every device drains, and the device with minimum battery for every
visitor at an outlet seat is charged (unless all devices are at 100%). A visitor leaves their seat
when either 1) their stay duration expires or 2) they run out of battery (0%) on any one of their
devices. The seat numbers and outlet ratios, total visitors, visitor influx distribution, and visitor
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Example 9: Problem A Model Development 

Team 10174, NC School of Science and Mathematics, NC, USA
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Example 9: Problem A Model Development, Continued 

Team 10174, NC School of Science and Mathematics, NC, USA
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3.3 The Quantification Model of the Impacts of the Ban

Based on the above-mentioned ban on plastic bottled drinking water, refer to IBWA’s
research report on bottled water. We describe its own nature from the six indicators of econ-
omy, convenience, health and environmental protection, public welfare and flavor.

3.3.1 Single Drink Impact Evaluation Model

(1) Types of Single Drinks
For alternatives in the market, IBWA’s 2018 statistics report shows the market share of

various beverages in the United States in 2017 as Figure3. From the Figure3, we can see that

Figure 3: the market share of various beverages in the United States in 2017

the alternative products can be divided into direct drinking water, sugary drinks, health
drinks and other drinks

(2) Principles of Indicator Selections

• Economy
Refers to the cost of the beverage itself, which includes the following two indicators:
raw material cost, transportation cost, processing cost.

• Convenience
Refers to the cost of the beverage itself, which includes the following two indicators:
raw material cost, transportation cost, processing cost.

• Health
Refers to the impact of chemicals contained in drinks on human health. The secondary
indicators included are as follows: calorie content, mineral content, harmful substance
content.

• Environmental
Refers to the various environmental impacts of beverages during the production and
recycling phases. The secondary indicators included are as follows: energy consump-
tion, carbon emissions, material recovery rate.

• Public welfare
Refers to the social welfare brought about by the production and sale of beverages.
The secondary indicators included are as follows: job position, disaster area support.
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Example 10: Problem B Model Development 

Team 9869, Shanghai Qibao Dwight High School, Shanghai, China
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• The flavor
Refers to the taste of the beverage itself. It does not contain secondary indicators.

(3) Comprehensive Evaluation System
According to the analysis of indicator selections in Section 3.3.1(2), the final evaluation

system is shown as Figure4.

Figure 4: Comprehensive evaluation system for beverages

(4) Evaluation results of single drink impacts
According to the data that have been processed in Section 3.2.2, the performance of sev-

eral beverages on the six indicators of economy, convenience, health, environmental protec-
tion, public welfare and taste was finally obtained.

(a) Bottle water (b) Suger water (c) Direct drinking water (d) Bqueur

Figure 5: Radar chart for different drinks under different indicators

3.3.2 Market Share Estimation Model

For consumers, according to the conclusion of Section 3.3.1, we refer to this series of
drinks as a Market basket. The Indifference curve represents a combination of all the drinks
that give the consumer the same level of satisfaction. Therefore, when the ban appears, in
order to ensure the overall utility remains unchanged, consumers will choose to use direct
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Example 10: Problem B Model Development, Continued 

Team 9869, Shanghai Qibao Dwight High School, Shanghai, China
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Example 10: Problem B Model Development, Continued 

Team 9869, Shanghai Qibao Dwight High School, Shanghai, China
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3 Competition Model of the Beverage Market

3.1 the Competitive Lotka-Volterra Equations

The Competitive Lotka-Volterra equations are a simple model of the dynamics in an ecosys-
tem. Commonly used in Biology, they show how two species compete for a resource inside an
ecosystem.

Beverage companies seek to maximize their profits. That is, they compete with each other
for consumers. As the total number of consumers in a market is relatively stable, they can be
thought as competing for a "limited resource". This situation is similar to species competing
for food and other resources in an ecosystem. Different kinds of drinks can be compared to
different species, and their sales in the market are similar to the numbers of the species inside
the ecological community. For two species competing for the same resource, their population
dynamics follow such a rule:





dx1

dt
= r1x1(1−

x1

N1

− σ1
x2

N2

)

dx2

dt
= r2x2(1−

x2

N2

− σ2
x1

N1

)
(1)

In the equation shown above, x refers to the total number of a species at present. N is the
carrying capacity of a species. σ represents the effect one species has on another. For example,
a unit of Species 2 (relative to N2) uses σ1 times the resources necessary for a unit of Species
1 (relative to N1). Likewise, σ2 stands for the effect Species 1 has on the population of Species
2. r is the inherent per-capita growth rate. This equation demonstrates how the two species
compete for a resource, and how that competition influences their populations.
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3.2 Modeling the Market With Two Competitors

In the original Volterra model, one of the two competitors usually gains dominance over
the ecosystem while the other is completely wiped out.

Figure 1: The Situation in the Market Changes with σ Values

In the actual market, a given kind of beverage cannot go "out of business" in a short period
of time even if σ > 1. A beverage may slowly lose popularity, but in general all beverages are of
use in specific scenarios. Its sales might be low, but it’s unlikely to dwindle to zero. Therefore,
we assume a lower bound L for each kind of drink to prevent them from disappearing.

Our modified equation is:




dx1

dt
= r1x1(x1 − L1)(1−

x1

N1

− σ1
x2

N2

)

dx2

dt
= r2x2(x2 − L2)(1−

x2

N2

− σ2
x1

N1

)
(2)

After we modify the model, our model can reach a reasonable equilibrium, and the sale of
each kind of drinks will never be below the minimum amount. The model can better illustrate
the real situation of the market.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the model has four points where it could be stable:

. We can see that
P1 and P2 are situations where all species but one are wiped out. For the species to co-
exist, both σ1 and σ2 have to be smaller than 1.
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6. Sensitivity Analysis

We conducted a sensitivity analysis on the Monetary Cost Model, testing the total cost: 

Z[ % Z\[ E Z][ % [5-^_()(#5-^_ E [&-.a)!&' 

Here, we can only change the number of EV charging stations, or #5-^_. If we adjust the change in 
number of CSs by 5%, we get the following, which we plugged into our model to derive Table 7:  

Table 7: Monetary Cost Sensitivity 

Table 8: Results of sensitivity test for monetary cost model 

The results of the analysis indicate that the model of total monetary costs is not very sensitive to 
changes in number of charging stations, with the change in result being less than the change in input. 
This aligns with our expectations, because the increase in number of charging stations demanded is 
not enough to appreciatively affect the market for these products; the output changes little. 

Table 9: Results of sensitivity testing for space cost model 

Year Change in number of CS +5% Change in number of CS – 5% 

2019 +115542 +104538 

2020 +139955 +126626 

2021 +171774 +155414 

Year New TFC New TC Change New TFC New TC Change 

2019 738197838 876777043 +4.18% 667893282 806472487 -4.17% 

2020 894172495 1103213602 +4.02% 809013514 1018054621 -4.01% 

2021 1097464086 1404908401 +3.86% 992940046 1300384361 -3.86% 

Variable +5% Percent Change -5% Percent Change Original Result 

H2 $93.51/day 5.07% $84.6/day -4.93% $89/day 

Time $93.52/day 5.07% $84.61/day -4.93% $89/day 
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In regards to the space cost model, we first began with the sample calculation we provided in the 
paper, before exploring the variables we had explicitly pointed to. As can be seen, both of the 
variables have the same effect on the end result, which makes sense considering that they talk about 
fundamentally the same phenomena but from two different angles, with one being probability and 
another an average. In addition, both of these factors impact the model by more than the amount that 
they are changed, indicating that our model is relatively sensitive to changes these variables, which 
is intuitive based on how the problem of space hogging is defined by how much time is spent. 

Table 10: Result of sensitivity testing for convenience model 

In regards to our convenience model, we first analyzed the results in regards to the three main inputs 
that make up our consumer profile. For the income, we determined that this would actually greatly 
affect the determined percentage, in accordance with our research on consumer preferences. On the 
other hand, the results for age and education are much smaller, with especially age being not as 
important of a factor; more distinguished elder citizens also seem to enjoy using EVs and new devces. 
After that, we also took an in-depth view of the variable beta, and how changing that coefficient 
would affect the result. As can be seen, changing that coefficient does not affect the end result more 
than the variable itself was changed, meaning that the model is relatively insensitive towards this data 
point. This implies that small fluctuations in timing will not deter the trend of electric vehicles and 
the benefits of driving these cars.  

7. Model Testing 

To test out our model on the consumer profile of convenience benefits, we chose a random sample of 
a combination of income, education level and age: gh !h i % "@FhGhGG$. As all three values are 
similar to the value of 1.2% from the regression model, we expected a result that was similar to 1.2. 
According to our calculation (calculation process will be included in the appendix), we obtained a 
result of 1.1368%, which was very close to the estimated data of 1.2%. The percent error is calculated 
below: 

f(!SScS % t@>@CW0 4 @>Gt
@>G )@33f % J>GFf 

We thought this was a relatively good result, considering the level of detail described by our model. 
However, the fact remains that this error could be reduced, if we had considered more variable, such 
as, but not limited to gender, race, and cultural differences. Despite this, we still believe that our 
model can significantly represent the larger more important trends in the modern world, for we can 
predict to a relatively high degree of accuracy the benefits that free energy sources can provide. 

  

Variable Percent Change Percent Change Original Result 

Y 7.6% -7.6% 1.3% 

A 3.7% -4.1% 1.3% 

E 5.05% -5.61% 1.% 

q -2.54% 3.33% 63% 
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8. Conclusion

8.1 Strengths and Limitations 
Table 11: Strengths and Weaknesses 

Areas Strengths Limitations 

Research 

Our research forms a strong foundation for our 
paper because it triangulates data from multiple 
different sources (Appendix A.1). All our 
conclusions and deductions are based on 
researched knowledge, so it adds credibility to our 
later claims. After long hours of searching, we 
were able to find data on the most significant 
parts of our model and move on to compile, sort, 
and analyze them in an effective manner. We also 
have a total of 70 number of sources, which is a 
significant amount and reinforces the validity of 
our model’s conclusions. 

One limitation is the lack of data on this research 
topic. It is nearly impossible to find the data on 
number of charging ports in each small café or airport 
in China, or energy per mile expended by every EV 
model from 2011-2018. This had an impact on our 
model as we had to simplify many areas and reduce 
certain factors to constants (such as the energy per 
mile for EVs). This could potentially be solved with 
access to a larger database, cross-checking data, or 
averaging the data to get a more accurate model. 

Model Design 

Our model design is holistic because we 
considered multiple perspectives and divided 
energy consumption into many categories and 
subcategories. We individually considered EVs, 
mobile devices (phones, and laptops). We took 
into consideration four different regions (Global, 
US, China, and Europe) for EVs, and a significant 
recent year period of 2011-2018 to obtain the 
most accurate trends. We also predicted three 
years into the future 2019-2021 and cross-checked 
it against other predictions to test our model. We 
also incorporated a complex methodology (i.e.: 
regression, integration, the LaGrange multiplier, 
Keynes’ Law, etc.) to produce results. 

A large part of our data analysis is built on the concept 
of correlation (e.g.: demand leading to supply and 
assuming that an increase in EVs will lead to a 
proportional increase in charging stations). However, 
we must consider that correlation does not equal 
causation, and there could be possible third variables 
that may alter future trends. However, as we are 
unable to conduct a legitimate experiment that fully 
controls the environment that the EV charging stations 
develops in, it is impossible to account for all 
extraneous variables that may impact our analysis of 
the data. This limitation applies to a majority of our 
models, and could be fixed with access to a greater 
database, so we can add more factors into 
consideration. 

Generalizability 

Our model is reasonably realistic because it takes 
into consideration multiple different regions 
around the globe instead of just focusing on only 
the global data. Global data is likely subject to 
variations due to outliers and does not fully 
capture the recent patterns of development. 
Hence, for our EV data analysis, we considered 
not only the global statistics, but also the statistics 
of the three largest markets for EVs: China, US, 
and Europe [5]. Through this, we can cross check 
the trends for each region and see if they 
correspond to each other, adding credibility and 
validity to our model. Hence, with this broader 
spectrum of considerations, our model is high in 
generalizability because it is more applicable to 
the detailed cases.  

The model is slightly reductionist because, although 
we considered multiple regions, they are all 
developed, wealthy, industrialized countries with 
access to abundant resources for technological 
development and security. This is especially 
significant for the charging stations funded by 
government institutions (e.g.: those located in 
airports). Hence, we can only generalize this model to 
countries in the same category. Given the time to 
further develop our model, we could also consider 
countries that are slightly less developed and compare 
the two to see the difference in costs and optimization. 
However, this remains an ideal model as there is little 
data on EVs and devices in less developed countries.  

8.2 Reflection 

Humans are moving into an increasingly digital age and simultaneously becoming more concerned with 
energy conservation and preserving a healthy relationship with the Earth. Thus, the topic of free energy 
consumption is more important than ever. How has this type of energy consumption changed over time? 
How will it continue to change? What are the costs, benefits, and impacts to various places with these 
sources? And finally, how do we optimize the costs to ensure maximum benefit to society as a whole?  

Our paper offers a realistic, multifaceted model that addresses all these questions. Through regression, 
integration, and the LaGrange multiplier we have illustrated recent trends of free energy consumption in 
EVs and mobile devices from 2011-2018, and predicted trends into 2021. We have also found the cost 
model and analyzed methods to change and optimize it. Although our model faces a fair level of obstacles, 
specifically lack of available data, our team has found a way to overcome them through justifiable 
simplification of values into constants and synthesis of research from multiple sources. As a whole, our 
team has successfully responded to the prompt and created a reliable model that has great applications for 
the upcoming future.  
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